Supporting Note 1: Fabrication process of plasmonic vortex lens with central tip.
The method followed to fabricate the samples is based on a procedure introduced and fully Imaginary part of N eff .
All modes with l > 1 exist in a bound form only for ߩ larger than some l-dependent cut-off value, at which the modal loss vanishes, Im(β)=0. As can be seen in Figure S2(a) , the modes do not cut off exactly at the momentum matching points, namely at ߚ ൌ ݇ as usually expected from tapered dielectric waveguides. 4, 5 The reason of the different behavior in our case is a consequence of the large imaginary part of the modal refractive index, which causes the transverse index k r in (S1) to become complex-valued. 4, 5 6
Supporting note 3: Tip optimization studies
In the main text we mention that the tip parameters (curvature radius at the basis, r c , tip aperture, α, and tip height, h) have been optimized in order to maximize the average tip transmittance (T) and the polarization contrast, Q, for l ranging from 1 to 4. Q is defined as Q = 1 -P + /P -, with P + and Pbeing the light powers decoupled by the tip with right and left circular polarization state respectively. In Figure S3(a-c) we report the behavior of T and, for convenience, R = P + /P -, as a function of the various parameters for l = 1 ot 4. 
